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Abstract—A C-band four-frequency resonant stacked-patch
array antenna is developed for synthetic thinned aperture radiometer measurements of hurricane force wind speeds. This
antenna is being integrated into an aircraft instrument referred
to as the Hurricane Imaging Radiometer (HIRAD). Details of the
antenna design are presented along with antenna performance
tests and laboratory measurements using a full-scale prototype
array with a subset model of the HIRAD instrument.
Index Terms—Microstrip antennas, multifrequency antennas,
remote sensing, stacked microstrip antennas, synthetic aperture
imaging.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE airborne Hurricane Imaging Radiometer (HIRAD)
is currently being developed by NASA’s Marshall Space
Flight Center in collaboration with NOAA and the Universities
of Michigan and Central Florida. HIRAD will provide the
accurate observations of ocean surface winds in the presence
of intense rain that are required for forecast and warnings of
tropical cyclones. NOAA’s Stepped Frequency Microwave Radiometer (SFMR) is an aircraft borne remote sensor currently
used for this purpose [1], and HIRAD will be an improvement
on SFMR. The SFMR is nadir viewing and produces a surface
wind profile along the ground track for each hurricane pass,
whereas HIRAD will have a wide swath and, from an altitude
of 20 km, image approximately 60 km of the storm on each
pass. The HIRAD concept includes the multi-frequency C-band
capability of the SFMR that has been performance proven
and adds a form of electronic scanning with a stationary array
antenna that is relatively new to earth remote sensing [2]. The
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Fig. 1. Schematic of HIRAD array with active elements shown in black.

result is the need for both multi-frequency, C-band operation
and a scanning array radiometer system. HIRAD operates as an
interferometer, sampling the spatial Fourier components of the
cross-track brightness temperature scene.
The HIRAD antenna is a microstrip array that operates simultaneously at four frequencies over approximately an octave
bandwidth to enable the independent retrieval of wind and
rain [3], [4]. The aircraft version of HIRAD currently being
developed has a 0.82 m 0.57 m array antenna with 37 16
individual 4-frequency elements as illustrated in Fig. 1. Each
array element is a linearly polarized 4-frequency stacked-patch
antenna oriented with the electric field vector polarized in the
along-track direction. Additional terminated elements were
placed around the periphery of the array in order to provide
nearly the same array environment for all the elements for
impedance matching purposes.
The array is thinned to 10 linear elements, shown as 10 lines
of small solid rectangles in Fig. 1, each producing a fan beam
pattern for cross-track synthesis and along-track pushbroom surface sampling. In the flight version, each linear element is fabricated with a 16-way uneven power combiner integrated onto
the back of the array ground plane. These 10 elements, configured with 10 mutually coherent radiometers, taken in all possible pair combinations, can fully sample (at the Nyquist rate)
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Fig. 2. Cross-sectional sketch of stacked-patch antenna (not drawn to scale).
Fig. 4. Sketch of stacked-patch antenna with top two patches removed.

have been placed in the lower frequency patches to reduce
cross-polarized radiation at the highest resonance.
This paper provides a detailed description of the individual
element design and its evolution, with some emphasis on crosspolarization performance, plus full-scale prototype array test
results and synthesized patterns from interferometer measurements. The prototype array design is currently being duplicated
in a flight array for an aircraft flight instrument.
Fig. 3. Top view sketch of stacked-patch antenna.

all spatial components of the brightness temperature scene [5].
The HIRAD design produces a spatial resolution at nadir of 2.5
km at 4 GHz, from a 20 km altitude, and a field-of-view of approximately 60 degrees at all 4 frequencies, for a cross-track
swath width of 60 km.
The individual array elements consist of 4 probe-fed, rectangular stacked patches, which in the original design resonated
at 4, 5, 6, and 7 GHz. This wide frequency range required element spacing in the array to physically accommodate the lowest
frequency radiators, but at the same time limit the spacing at
the highest frequency to approximately 1/2 wavelength or less
to limit grating lobe encroachment into the cross-track field-ofview. Given these constraints, the center-to-center spacing of individual elements was set at 38.1 mm along-track and 22.86 mm
cross-track. It was later determined that an element pattern null
could occur in the along-track direction near broadside with this
array geometry; therefore, the upper frequency was reduced to
6.6 GHz in order to move this “array blindness” null out of the
main beam of the along-track array factor.
Many papers are available in the literature describing the
design of stacked-patch antennas of various configurations.
These generally consist of dual-stacked or triple-stacked
patches designed either for bandwidth enhancement or for
multiple operating bands. In these stacked-patch concepts, the
coupling between the patches of the stack becomes a significant
consideration, requiring accurate computer modeling to achieve
an acceptable design. Typically these designs are focussed on
applications which require only a single antenna. In array
applications, the coupling between stacked-patch elements of
the array can also become a significant design consideration.
This present effort extends the microstrip antenna technology
to the design of quad-stacked patches in an array environment.
Coupling between patches in the stack and also coupling
between stacked-patch elements of the array are taken into
consideration in the design process. Strategically located slots

II. ELEMENT DESIGN
The individual array elements for this present array development are four stacked-patches with a single probe feed soldered
directly to the top patch and reactively coupled to the other three
patches via a 2.794 mm diameter etched circle. Each patch is designed to resonate at a specific frequency while accounting for
mutual coupling between stacked patches as well as coupling
to adjacent stacked-patch elements of the array. The first design
utilized square stacked-patches with equal thickness dielectric
layers and included circular disks between patches to add capacitance for tuning out the inductance of the feed probe. Details of that earlier design are described in [6]. A commercially
available method-of-moments (MoM) software package (ie3d)
was used for all designs and another commercially available finite-element-method (FEM) software package (HFSS) was used
later for further verification and analysis of the test results. Earlier comparisons between ie3d impedance simulations and laboratory measurements verified that the basic design was viable.
The present design differs from the earlier concept by:
1) removal of the embedded tuning disks due to fabrication
difficulties; 2) change to rectangular patches with a 2:1 aspect
ratio to reduce cross-pol and allow closer element array spacing
cross-track; 3) use of narrow slots in the bottom two patches to
further reduce cross-pol at the highest resonance; and 4) use of
unequal dielectric thicknesses between patches to increase the
bandwidth at the lower resonances. In order to avoid special
ordered materials, standard commercially available substrate
thicknesses, close to that desired, were used in the design.
RT/Duroid 5880 was used as the substrate material in the
earlier stages of development and the earlier laboratory proof
of concept evaluations; however, RT/Duroid 6002 was selected
for the final design and fabrication because of its superior
thermal expansion properties. The present stacked-patch antenna concept is illustrated in Figs. 2–4 with the height of the
cross-sectional view being exaggerated for visual clarity.
In the sketch of Fig. 4, the top two patches are removed
to illustrate the etched slots in the bottom two patches. It
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TABLE I
DIMENSIONS OF STACKED-PATCH ANTENNA ELEMENTS

Fig. 5. Partial array configurations for computer simulations of embedded element impedance (3 3 cluster) and patterns (3 5 cluster).

2

2

was observed during computer simulations that, when the
stacked-patch antenna is placed in the array environment, significant cross-polarized radiation was observed at the highest
resonance, due to mutual coupling with cross-polarized currents excited on the bottom patches of the adjacent elements.
These slots were etched on the bottom patches to disrupt those
orthogonal currents in an attempt to encourage the current to
flow more in the desired direction. Computer model simulations
indicated that indeed a reduction of cross-polarized radiation
at the highest resonance could be realized; therefore, all the
stacked-patch elements in the final array were fabricated with
these slots. Dimensions for the final antenna element design are
listed in Table I.
Because of the large computer memory and CPU time
required for accurate modeling of the array, a partial array
of elements was used to design the stacked-patch antenna
element. This partial array allows mutual coupling between adjacent stacked-patch elements to be included in the impedance
9 impedance
matching for the embedded element. The 9
and scattering matrices were used to analyze the impedance
3 cluster. The
characteristics of the central element of a 3
stacked-patch element embedded radiation patterns were modeled in a similar manner using a 3 5 cluster. These partial
arrays are illustrated in Fig. 5.
A full-size laboratory prototype array was fabricated with
SSMA connectors on all of the active elements and resistive chip
terminations on the inactive elements. This array served as a test
article to evaluate the design. The SSMA connectors allowed
for testing each individual stacked-patch element of the 160 active array elements. The prototype array was fabricated as four
panels each consisting of 40 active elements. These four panels

Fig. 6. Measured reflection coefficients for one panel (40 active elements) of
the prototype array.

were joined on a common ground plane to form the complete
array. The swept frequency measurement of the input reflection
coefficient for each stacked-patch element on one panel of the
array is shown in Fig. 6. The data in Fig. 6 are representative of
measurements on the other three panels. The data in Fig. 6 shows
some small variations between individual elements, which could
be attributed to hand installation and soldering of SSMA connector probes.
Fig. 7 shows reflection coefficient measurements on two elements located on lines 1 and 5 of the array compared with predicted results. The short dashed curve in Fig. 7 was calculated
for the center element in a 3 3 cluster with dielectric layers of
infinite extent. The measured resonant frequencies agree with
the design predictions and, although the measurements did not
exhibit the predicted deep resonances at the higher frequencies,
the impedance match was considered sufficient to proceed with
development of a flight model of the HIRAD instrument using
this antenna design.
To further examine the differences between the results, another commercially available software package (HFSS) using
the finite element method was used to model the element. The
results of this model for the center element of the 3 3 cluster
are compared in Fig. 8 with the measured data. This model tends
to predict the depth of the higher frequency resonances more
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Fig. 9. Cross-track (H-plane) element patterns at 6.6 GHz for single isolated
element (co-pol solid) (cross-pol dashed).

Fig. 7. Reflection coefficient for two elements of the prototype array
(solid = line 5) (long dash = line 1) (short dash = calc: for 3
3 array center element).

2

Fig. 10. Cross-Track (H-plane) element patterns at 6.6 GHz for the central element of 3 5 cluster (co-pol solid) (cross-pol dashed).

2

Fig. 8. Reflection coefficient for two elements of the prototype array (solid =
3 array center element).

line 5) (long dash = line 1) (dash = calc: for 3

2

accurately and provide additional verification of the laboratory
measurements.
The two smaller dips in the S11 curves on either side of the
5 GHz resonance in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 are attributed to the slots
in the bottom patches, which were described earlier. These artifacts were not observed on previous array test articles and simulations without the slots.
The effect of the slots on cross-pol patterns is illustrated by
comparing the calculated element patterns with and without the
slots in Fig. 9 for a single element (1 1) and in Fig. 10 for
the central element in a 3 5 cluster (3 elements in the E-plane
direction and 5 elements in the H-plane direction). These patterns were obtained from the MoM model, which used the planar
dielectric Green’s function. These results demonstrate that the
slots had no effect on the cross-pol pattern for the single isolated
element; however, the slots did reduce the maximum cross-pol
level by about 8 dB in the 3 5 cluster where the active element is surrounded by other elements and mutual coupling to
cross-polarized currents on adjacent patches becomes significant. Rippling in the patterns of Fig. 10 are attributed to the

Fig. 11. HIRAD prototype with the array mounted on a large ground plane.

small finite size (5 elements) of the array in the pattern direction. A larger array could not be modeled with sufficient accuracy due to the large number of unknowns required in the numerical model simulation.
III. ARRAY TESTS AND CHARACTERIZATION
A full-scale prototype array was fabricated and fully characterized in the Marshall Space Flight Center anechoic chamber
as shown in Fig. 11. The prototype antenna is a complete 37
16 array, with a line of matching elements around the perimeter
and the array was thinned to 10 linear elements as illustrated in
Fig. 1. A 16-way connectorized power combiner was attached to
each of the 10 linear elements. Two radiometers were mounted
in a supporting structure behind the array and translated along
the back of the array to mate with the 10 power combiners.
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Fig. 13. Comparison of cross-track patterns at 6.6 GHz (solid
5 cluster).

measured)(dash = calculated 3

2

=

Fig. 12. Measured cross-track patterns for linear element # 5 (co-pol dashed)
(cross-pol solid).

Two sets of measurements were made, individual patterns in
the 2 principal planes to characterize the 10 linear elements,
and interference patterns for all combinations (i.e., pairs) of the
linear elements to characterize the system as an interferometer.
The pair of coherent radiometers was used in measuring the interferometer interference patterns. Each radiometer provided a
power measurement for each of the linear elements, and all pairs
of radiometers provided a complex multiplication of 2 respective signals for the interference patterns. The interference patterns are the impulse response of the array for each linear element pair in the interferometer, and define the spatial filtering.
Synthesized array patterns over the HIRAD swath, which also
characterize the array, may be computed from the interference
patterns. The conventional range measurement, with a coherent
source and square-law detector, was used for element pattern
measurements to provide the large dynamic range required, particularly for the along-track patterns.

A. Element Patterns
Fig. 12 shows co-pol and cross-pol patterns at each of the
four frequencies for linear element #5 near the center of the
array. One would notice that the cross-pol level for the measured
patterns at 6.6 GHz is very close to that calculated in Fig. 10 for
the 3 5 cluster. This demonstrates that the cross-pol reducing
slots are working as expected.
The measured cross-track pattern for linear element #5 at
6.6 GHz is compared in more detail in Fig. 13 with the MoM
and FEM model calculations for the center element of a 3
5 cluster. Due to the much larger computer memory required,
a larger array could not be accurately modeled; however, the 3
5 array model should provide sufficient interelement mutual
coupling effects upon radiation patterns for elements near the
center of the array. The MoM model is for dielectric layers of

Fig. 14. Measured cross-track patterns for linear element #1 (co-pol dashed)
(cross-pol solid).

infinite extent; whereas, the FEM model is for truncated dielectric layers; thus causing a difference in the pattern ripple due to
the finite array and finite structure. The test article was a much
larger array, which results in a higher spatial frequency ripple in
the measured patterns. Although there is some difference in the
shape of the patterns for the two simulation models, the measured cross-pol level is very close to the predictions for both
models.
The co-pol and cross-pol patterns at each of the four frequencies for linear element #1 at the edge of the array are shown in
Fig. 14. Patterns for linear elements in the central part of the
array tend to be essentially the same as that for linear element
#5, whereas the patterns for linear elements at the edge of the
array tend to show an asymmetry, e.g. the cross-track patterns
for #10 are the mirror images of the patterns for #1. This asymmetry in the cross-track patterns for elements near the edge of
the array is characteristic of the asymmetry expected for arrays
with inter-element mutual coupling. Mutual coupling for this
stacked-patch array is much stronger at 4.0 GHz than for the
other resonances; therefore, the asymmetric distortion in the 4.0
GHz co-pol pattern in Fig. 14 tends to be more pronounced.
The along-track patterns for all 10 linear elements were essentially the same as #5, which is shown in Fig. 15. The power
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Fig. 16. Measured interference patterns for baseline
#5 and #6).

Fig. 15. Measured along-track Co-Pol patterns for linear element 5.
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n

= 7 (linear elements

combiners contained a tapered amplitude distribution to lower
the along-track sidelobes.
B. Array Patterns
For a 1-D interferometer imager such as HIRAD, the complex output products (visibilities) for all element pairs in the
thinned array are a function of the cross-track scene brightness
temperature,
, the element patterns, and the interference
patterns. In general, the Fourier decomposition of the brightness temperature scene by the interferometric measurement is
described by [2]

(1)
where
is the visibility for each interferometer baseline (element pair spacing), is the spacing in wavelengths,
is the product of the 2 element voltage patterns at each baseline, and the exponential term is the interference pattern for each
baseline.
Equation (1) can be simplified for the one-dimensional case
by eliminating the variable and using a matrix formulation, as
given by

(2)
where is the total number of visibilities, or baselines, and
is the number of pixels in the brightness temperature scene. The
matrix ‘ ’ is populated with the complete set of measured interference patterns and fully characterizes the spatial frequency response of the array. In practice, a brightness temperature image
is formed from the measured visibility by operating the pseudo-

Fig. 17. Measured interference patterns for baseline
#2 and #9).

n = 34 (linear elements

inverse of on to estimate . A pseudo-inverse, such as the
Moore-Penrose version, is used because and are typically
not equal.
The conditioning of
is generally not an issue during the
inversion process. The matrix, viewed as a linear operator, is
to first order a Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) of the image
vector, . Second order effects, such as inter-element mutual
coupling, introduce small deviations from an ideal DFT. This
requires the operator to be inverted using a least squares pseudoinverse method as opposed to an analytical inverse DFT. However, the conditioning of is dominated by its DFT component,
which is well suited to inversion. In practice, the inversion is
found to be very stable provided all necessary Fourier components of the brightness temperature are sampled, up to the maximum component determined by the physical dimensions of the
synthesized array (which they are).
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Fig. 18. Synthesized patterns from radiometer measurements at 6.6 GHz.

Interior array elements #5 and #6 were used to form the interand the envelope
ference patterns in Fig. 16 for baseline
ripple is relatively small compared to that in Fig. 17, where the
outside elements #2 and #9 were used. The envelope ripple in
the 4 GHz and 6.6 GHz patterns is due to the ripple in the element patterns.
Synthesized array patterns were computed from the measured
G-Matrix using the method described by LeVine [7], which is
based on the inversion of (2). A full 180 pattern with boresight
angle at any pixel in the
scene can be computed once the
array is characterized by the G-matrix. Fig. 18 includes two examples showing synthesized patterns at 0 and 60 scan angles
for 6.6 GHz. These demonstrate the negative sidelobes that are
characteristic of complex correlation radiometers.
Fig. 19 shows synthesized patterns at all four frequencies on
both linear and log scales, expanded about the zero scan angle
to emphasize the main beam and near-in sidelobes. The 6.6
GHz beamwidth is the narrowest at approximately 1.8 , which
is expected for an array of this size, and the beamwidth varies
properly in accordance with the other frequencies. Main beam
half-power widths for synthesized patterns of interferometer arrays are typically 1/2 the beamwidth for real (filled) apertures
of the same size [2]. The first sidelobes were symmetric about
the main beam in the 0 case and at a level of approximately
6.7 dB, which is expected for a uniform array taper with synthesized patterns, as compared to 13.3 dB sidelobes for a real
aperture.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
A four-frequency synthetic thinned array of stacked-patch elements was designed, fabricated and prototype tested for the
Hurricane Imaging Radiometer. Based upon this successful laboratory evaluation, an aircraft flight qualified model of this antenna is being integrated with the HIRAD instrument for mapping of severe oceanic storms.
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